My dear Siker,

What a valuable week-end we had!

The domestic experiment is getting into shape very well, and I do so value the opportunity of discussing it all with you. Should the work lens out more or less as we expect, it seems to me that attacking the problem in the various ways which we have in mind, we may in the end get a combined genetic-evolutionary study of value on unusual kind.

I have received a notice in regard to the meeting of the Genetic Society next June. The Secretaries ask for information on the papers and demonstrations to be offered, as soon as possible.

I had thought of bringing a series of specimens illustrating the domestic experiments on Abraxas gunneriana var. fimbria. Would Dominicle be appropriate also, or would it be better not to bring that forward until the work is either in progress or...
complete? I wonder whether a demonstration on pigments in the Euphyelia with reference to classification would be appropriate - is it 'genetic'? I had also considered a demonstration of the mode in which I had found the industrial melanin to be harder than the normal form. But I am inclined to wonder if industrial melanin is not too controversial a topic for an amicable meeting - Hoplos Harrison is a member of the Society. What do you think? Do you feel that any of these should be accompanied by papers, or should they be left as demonstrations? Assuming I am right, can all who exhibit give an account of their material. I should be very grateful for your opinion on these points.

Thank you for such an enjoyable and satisfactory week-end.

Yours ever,

[Signature]